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ABSTRACT
Cancer cause are three factors, stated by official medical science: cancerogenous substances, viruses and physical agencies from external environment. Earth magnetic fields (EMF) measurements have started in cancer diseased patients' rooms. The measured high magnetic fields intensities found much higher than EMF, are named anomalous magnetic fields (AMF).

Work Aim: Prove that AMF enabled body viscous magnetization (BVM) formation. Explain that BVM in breast creates breast cancer. Prove that locating breast cancer patients away from AMF to natural EMF leads to recovery. Explain that today's medical science risk factors are misinterpreted. Show that mammography and scintigraphy are evidence that AMF created breast cancer.

Work Method: AMF measurements were performed with a protonic magnetometer. Three patients groups were included in AMF measurements. Physiology and etiopathological literature were studied.

Results: AMF measurements in breast cancer patients' beds if found BVM was formed, enabling paraoncogen into oncogene mutation, and then clonal breast cancer developed. Thousands examples were measured and there were no breast cancer disease created in natural EMF. Based on a 6 patients group with metastases, it can be said that time limits for starting the disease treatment are not taken into account, but everything should be treated, including palliative patients, but in natural EMF.

Conclusion: It was found that environmental AMF created BVM producing breast cancer. It is proven that locating patients away from AMF to a natural EMF leads to recovery. It is proven that the official risk factors are AMF consequences and not breast cancer causes. In advanced diseases with metastases where surgery cannot remove everything, it is necessary to introduce hyperthermia - only in natural EMF.
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Cancer Origin Research History
His work's author had cancer patients in his family. Talking to doctors, he learnt that there were two types of tumors: benign and malignant (malignant) with three causes: carcinogenic substances, viral, and physical agents from environment. Doctor's comments were: "We know a lot about carcinogenic substances and viruses causing cancer, but we know little about physical agents." This paper author is a Geophysics graduated engineer, surching for water and ores by measuring Earth physical fields. He gets the idea to start measuring Earth's physical fields and radioactive gamma radiation (gamma r) of cancer patients' living spaces.

The results were immediately very interesting, so he begins studying the medical-biological literature intensively. The space where the organ with cancer disease resides at night was with a high (unnatural) Earth magnetic field (EMF) intensity. It is known that the biosphere is characterized by EMF, gravitational field and cosmic radiation (Cr) and that magnetic and electromagnetic forces rule in biosphere and have a great impact on the living world, thus on human health. Firstly, gamma r was measured, where there was always natural radiation, and the measurement of gamma radiation was abandoned. The work's goal was immediately set: to measure cancer patients' beds magnetic fields.

Work Aim
1. By magnetic fields measuring, prove that anomalous magnetic field (AMF) from environment is located on the breast in bed during sleep.
2. Show that AMFs from environment form body viscous magnetization (BVM) on the breast or in it, depending on magnetic fields vector direction in bed.
3. Prove that BVM enables paraoncogene mutation to transforms into oncogene generating clonal breast cancer.
4. Prove that placing breast cancer patients away from AMF into natural EMF leads to recovery and healing.
5. Document that breast cancer cause is only external AMF and consequences are official risk factors.
6. Explain how cells cancer appears.
7. Show that mammography functioning (radiological technique
of breast soft tissue imaging) and scintigraphy (diagnostic method for recording the distribution of radiopharmaceuticals in body registered by gamma camera giving scintigram) is clear evidence of AMF existence which first builds up BVM in body, so breast soft tissue gets higher density and the tissue increases electrophiles concentration and these are paramagnetics (tumor markers) which also concentrate radiopharmaceuticals.

Work Method
By AMF measuring in breast cancer patients' beds, it is found that unnatural values EMFs are created by the present (remnant and induced) magnets, paramagnetic and electromagnetic fields in the living space and called AMFs. AMF measurements were performed with a proton magnetometer with 100 nT (nanotesla) accuracy, using a Brunton compass. AMFs are located in the space where breast is during sleep, and where, according to the magnetism laws, BVM is formed. This creates the conditions for gene mutation when Paraoncogene is formed by oncogene mutation, because cosmic radiation always exists having gamma r nature, that very easily gamma quanta eject hydrogen bond from molecules into DNA, and created BVM performs magnetic rotation of paraoncogene structural formula becoming oncogene and then the cell begins accelerated division, what is cancer cell.

All this occurs in sleep because relative peace is required for mutation. AMF in breast cancer patients' beds measurements last for over 30 years and when it was found that there was no breast cancer generated in natural EMF, and concluded that every cancer cause is AMF from external environment. Medical literature states that cancer appears from three causes: Carcinogenic substances, viruses and physical agents from environment, and that official medical science knows the least about physical agents. Thus have began magnetic and electromagnetic field's measurements in living spaces lasting for over 30 years. Magnetic and electromagnetic fields measurement, for all cancer types, were performed with protonic magnetometer. Measurements immediately revealed that cancer originated in AMF from environment. Note: measuring AMF of all types of malignant neoplasms (Neo) gives the same conclusion as for breast cancer [1].

By studying cancer literature, everything found only confirms that every cancer appears in environmental AMF. "Today, cancer is known as a complex, heterogeneous disease, a set of diseases differing in origin place in breast, speed and growth mode, manifestation mode, aggression, behavior and sensitivity to therapy. Because of these differences, different cancer types require individual approach, different therapies and therapies combinations" [1]. All these manifestations enable different AMF and BVM, because there are no same intensities, gradients, variations and also a set of substances in BVM, that is why this disease is so heterogeneous and complex. Everything shown is easy to solve therapeutically if patients are in natural EMF. Thousands living spaces of all cancer types on various organs are measured. After a large number of patients, conclusion is that there is no cancer without AMF and variable magnetic fields affecting malignancy intensity. It has also become clear what anticancer agents-to live in natural EMF is.

Additional Explanations about Cells Division
This paper's author, studying medical literature, finds out that cancer is a wild cell dividing infinitely, destroying an organ and even organism, but medical science does not know what a mother cell's division into two baby-cells promoter is and finds that it is EMF [3] - association absolutely clear. AMF is, first, BVM on an organ or its part cause (increased concentration of tumor markers, i.e. Electrophiles, which are paramagnetic substances). Everything becomes clear, every cancer cause is AMF and environmental variable magnetic fields, what needed to be explained and proven. This paper exactly shows breast cancer origin and suggests the best therapy with natural EMF.

Mammography and Scintigraphy
Using mammography, breast tissue density is measured, which is significantly increased (because BVM increased magnetic properties, according to magnetism law, increasing tissue density). Mammography reveals micro-calculifications, as breast cancer initial stadium. Created BVM first forms microcalculifications in the space of action because calcium is a distinct paramagnetic. Using radiopharmaceutical scintigraphy, i.e. distribution in breast and lymph nodes (radiopharmaceutical is a distinct paramagnetic) the tissue with increased magnetic properties in the breast is located, as well as secondary on lymph nodes because BVM magnetic properties expanded. These two measuring types clearly show that environmental AMF enables, due to BVM, breast increased density, and paramagnetic substances concentration performed by AMF in breast area, where BVM first appeared.

Detailed Explanation of Every Metastasis
AMF located on breast in bed while lying creates breast cancer development conditions, i.e. paraoncogene mutates to oncogene, already is said. Why and how cancer cells can move through body with lymph and blood and lymph nodes are closest and if AMF has increased magnetic properties (MP) in lymph nodes then cancer cells bind to them with their magnetic forces and metastasize (Meta) breast cancer, it is secondary form of cancer distant from primary. Here should be emphasized that meta cannot occur if BVM in organ or its part was not previously formed under the influence of environmental AMF, for such cells have increased MP and primary tumor cells have also increased MP, so when primary cancer cells reach bloodstream or lymphs BVM is formed with magnetic forces binds starting functioning as meta.

It is common, in below presented examples, in sketches 6, 7, 8, and 9, that AMFs are located only the body part where the disease appeared, what is clear in-situ evidence that AMF from environment is the only Neo cause. Also, in no bed user from the mentioned sketches, Meta were detected. This indicates that there are no AMFs formed on other bed parts that would first have to create a body viscous magnetization (BVM) (3, 4) on the bed user, being a condition for Neo formation. It can be concluded that without BVM formation there are no diseases in recedive and metastases (meta) forms. BVM appears if body is in AMF.

Results Presentation of Diseased and Recovered
Two groups of patients with breast cancer were included. The first group consisted of 30 patients with breast cancer, aged 21 to 65, whose health was informatively followed and AMFs not measured. The second group consisted of 26 patients with breast malignant neoplasms with metastases (Meta), aged 22 to 64 years. 20 patients' health condition was followed in AMF and their therapy was according to the official medicine protocol. All 20 died within 3 years. The third group was especially monitored, for over 5 years, it is a breast cancer with Meta group. 6 of them, who were located into natural EMF and their therapy was according to the official medicine protocol, in 3 patients, while the other 3 from natural EMF reject the official treatment protocol, and one accepts local breast surgery and removal of meta under the armpit on lymph nodes, any other therapy is rejected by a specialist doctor at the Clinical Center of Serbia and accepts life in natural EMF.
The fifth and sixth patients who refused any medical therapy accepting life in natural EMF having their own doctors to follow their illnesses. One patient was treated by Dr. Oncologist telling her to get breast surgery urgently, providing her a place at the Oncology Institute. She refuses and leaves the hospital accepting life in natural EMF, determined by the author's measurements. After 2 years, she comes to her doctor for check-up, and she wonders how it is possible that the cancer with Meta has completely disappeared. When the doctor asked what she was doing, she showed her this paper's author name and surname. Another patient was a patient of a doctor whose wife had breast cancer several years ago. The doctor remembered his former patient who refused any treatment for breast cancer with lymph node metastases.

The doctor provided oncologists to operate her, but she escaped from hospital. As she had this paper's author's address, she contacted him and asked to make arrangements in her apartment, what was done. After three years, she came for check-up to her doctor, who found that she was completely healthy. The doctor's comment was: "Thirty years of my practice I have only experienced this once and that is this case." The doctor asked what she was doing and she informed him about this paper's author explaining what had been done in her apartment. Now the diseased wife doctor finds the author and asks him to come and measure AMF in his apartment arranging it, what was done. Interesting is the diseased wife's doctor comment that she does not believe in the author's explanation about the usefulness of sleeping in natural EMF, but says that he has no choice but to take measurements and for his sick wife to start using natural EMF for day and night rest, what has been done. What happened next in this case is not known because the communication stopped.

Results

Research of cancer causes lasts for over 30 years, including AMF measurements and finding correlation between AMF space and a disease location on organs or their parts in body. Thousands of cancer cases have been measured and no disease found to occur in natural EMF. Located to live in natural EMF were hundreds of people. But monitoring each patient was difficult for many reasons, the main one being disobedience during the stay. Author's opinion is: they probably could not believe that this is the only cause.

Characteristical Examples Sketches Presentation

Hundreds of patients have been located to live in natural EMF. Number of examples presented in this paper is small because the author believes that showing a large examples number does not affect the work's quality, but the AMF's in beds number and sleeping in natural EMF is absolutely accurate and affects the conclusion. The second group results of 26 patients with breast cancer Meta are different. 20 patients died after 3 years, lived in AMF, and were treated according to the official medicine protocol. While 6 patients placed by the author to sleep in natural EMF have lived for more than 20 years and none of them have recidives or Meta, and today they are completely healthy. This paper shows only 4 patients in Sketches 1, 3, 4 and 5. The other 2 are similar to them.

The author believes that it is better to show the characteristic examples of Neo (on the cervix, brain, colon with Meta on bladder, glioblastoma stage IV with recidives after one year), far more severe cases, so it will be shown below. Based on the treatment of 6 patients group with Meta, it can be said that the cure limit rises very high because Neo breast disease depends on the stage at which the disease was discovered, this is the official medical science statement. This work's results clearly suggest that stadiums should be stopped as well as palliative treatments and all Neo patients should be treated with surgery application (aiming to remove the greatest possible Neo mass), but when it impossible to surgically remove the entire diseased mass, to apply hyperthermia, but only in natural EMF. It is repeated: all diseased and planned for palliative treatment should be moved away from AMF. The hardest ones should be treated, beside according to classical medicine protocol, hyperthermia should be applied in natural EMF without exception. So dying of cancer will drastically decrease.

Measurements Results Examples

Sketch 1: A bed of patient with malignant neoplasm (Neo) on breast with metastases (meta) on lymph nodes on right underarm is presented (shaddowed is Az). The patient immediately moved to a bed without Az.

Sketch 2: For 15 years there are no recidives and meta because she lives in natural EMF. As seen on the sketch, magnetic field increase is around 0 and is very small, and living in such field life length is over 90 years. The author has many proofs for this. Because for over 30 years he follows life lengths of people placed to natural EMF. There is no AMF locations on various organs (heart and brain attacks, cancer in lungs, colon, prostate gland etc).
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Cause is discovered being a wardrobe lock. Control check up after two months show that all is normalised. It is clear that hairpins and wardrobe lock near scapula made, with its AMF from environment, BVM on head and scapula (manifestation would be benign tumor or some CVD on these locations, because no variable magnetic field is registered.) The person is alive and healthy for over 20 years. Her room mates in hospital with same disease (Neo on breast with meta) all died after three years - there were nine of them.

Sketch 4: (Neo on breast with meta. C 50.0). AMF measurement done in 1995. Correlation between Az and Neo location confirmed. This person informs that her friends with the same diagnosis were operated and same therapy applied died after two years. There were eight of them, and she is (20 years after) completely healthy.

Sketch 5: (Neo on breast with meta C 50.0) This bed space is rather covered with high AMF. Two high Az are found in the space where during day and night rest this bed user's right breast, left knee and thigh are located. After few years of sleeping in this bed its user got Neo on breast and meta on lymph nodes, and meta was found on lymph nodes underarm. Correlation between Az and the disease is clear. During treatment this person (professional doctor) requests to remove only Neo in the breast, and no other therapy. Refuses chemotherapy, radiotherapy and hormonal therapy. Oncologists accept it without understanding.

Sketch 6: (Neo on cervix C 53.1) This sketch shows AMF situation on a single bed. Az (above 10 μT) was found on bed central part, covering genital organs region of the bed user. Az caused Neo on cervix. The correlation between Az and the location of pathological changes is obvious. This bed user was moved to another bed without Az. The user has been using a bed without Az for more than 20 years and is a completely healthy person at the age of 85. An interesting incident is with the patient's husband, who ignored the author's findings. He moved with the night stay to the patient's bed and after 6 months of using the space with Az from sketch 6, he got atherosclerosis of the artery in the groin and the beginning of gangrene on the left leg. At the author's intervention, he realized that he had to relocate the bed to another space, and after medical intervention, he recovered. It is interesting to explain how and why this married couple got different diseases in the same bed and Az sketches 6.

In the area of his wife's genitals on the other side of the wall there is a washing machine, used over night because the electricity is cheaper and in her bed there was AMF and variable magnetic fields with 50 hertz frequency and AMF vectors and variable magnetic fields as cancerogenous fields, summing up on cervix, so she got Neo. The same bed, disregarding the author's advice to relocate the bed, begins to be used by the husband. The wife starts washing clothes in the machine only during the day when no one is sleeping in bed. The husband uses the bed at night when washing machine is off and there are only AMFs without variable magnetic fields (VMFs) in the bed. AMFs are the only cardiovascular disease (CVD) cause [3]. When washing machine is working, then AMF and variable magnetic fields are the Neo cause. This is important to remember, because AMFs acted locally on the same organs and therefore there are no recidives and Meta.

Sketch 7: (Neo on CNS C 71.2) This single bed space is mostly undisturbed because of values with mostly zero increments. One Az is registered in the upper central part of the bed. Its user entered the distinct Az with forehead part. After two years sleep in this space he gets Neo on brain. Correlation is confirmed. He is suggested what to do in order to use space without Az.

Sketch with Measurement Results

Sketch 6, Sketch 7

Sketch 6: (Neo on cervix C 53.1) this sketch shows AMF situation on a single bed. Az (above 10 μT) was found on bed central part, covering genital organs region of the bed user. Az caused Neo on cervix. The correlation between Az and the location of pathological changes is obvious. This bed user was moved to another bed without Az. The user has been using a bed without Az for more than 20 years and is a completely healthy person at the age of 85. An interesting incident is with the patient's husband, who ignored the author's findings. He moved with the night stay to the patient's bed and after 6 months of using the space with Az from sketch 6, he got atherosclerosis of the artery in the groin and the beginning of gangrene on the left leg. At the author's intervention, he realized that he had to relocate the bed to another space, and after medical intervention, he recovered. It is interesting to explain how and why this married couple got different diseases in the same bed and Az sketches 6.

In the area of his wife's genitals on the other side of the wall there is a washing machine, used over night because the electricity is cheaper and in her bed there was AMF and variable magnetic fields with 50 hertz frequency and AMF vectors and variable magnetic fields as cancerogenous fields, summing up on cervix, so she got Neo. The same bed, disregarding the author's advice to relocate the bed, begins to be used by the husband. The wife starts washing clothes in the machine only during the day when no one is sleeping in bed. The husband uses the bed at night when washing machine is off and there are only AMFs without variable magnetic fields (VMFs) in the bed. AMFs are the only cardiovascular disease (CVD) cause [3]. When washing machine is working, then AMF and variable magnetic fields are the Neo cause. This is important to remember, because AMFs acted locally on the same organs and therefore there are no recidives and Meta.

Sketch 7: (Neo on CNS C 71.2) This single bed space is mostly undisturbed because of values with mostly zero increments. One Az is registered in the upper central part of the bed. Its user entered the distinct Az with forehead part. After two years sleep in this space he gets Neo on brain. Correlation is confirmed. He is suggested what to do in order to use space without Az.
Az and appeared disease correlation is obvious. CT image of Neo after a year in natural EMF is shown, Figure 2.

There have been no recedives or Meta for 10 years. This Neo type had three other patients at the same time and in the same clinic, all were treated with the same therapy, however they all died very quickly, the only one survived, after recidives appearance, who was located to spend sleep time in natural EMF. The maxillofacial surgeon and oncologist from SCC, suggested to oncologists who treated all four patients that the other three be relocated to spend time in natural EMF, but they refused any cooperation. It should be noted that the father sent Neo samples to two oncology clinics in Paris and London and the diagnoses were the same.

**Sketch 9:** (Neo on genitals C 53.1) This bed space is mostly undisturbed. A distinct Az was registered in its central part, where bed user's genitals were during night rest, so she got Neo on genitals. Correlation was confirmed. The bed user was warned to remove the Az cause, what was done.

Figure 3 Figure 4: This is shown with illustrations, there are many sketches all correlated with AMF and Neo locations on lungs, liver, colon and other organs, what can be seen in the works presented in literature on Neo [4].

Figure 3 Figure 4

**Sketch 8**

**Sketch 9:** Neo on colon C-18.79 and meta on the bladder is rather interesting. Sketch 10 bed user had increased AMF during sleep. The author, by chance, noticed that the bed was in AMF and immediately advised the user must not use that space for sleeping. The bed owner ignores the warning and uses the bed for about 3 years. He then fell ill and was diagnosed with Neo on colon and Meta on bladder, in SCC, Belgrade. Operation took place in SCC and got a discharge list with epicrisis shown in Figure 5. The patient invites the author to perform AMF measurements, what is done. The patient's bed was placed in natural EMF and instructions were given on how to continue living in his apartment. After a year, he goes to the council for an examination, where the oncologists were amazed how he recovered so quickly.

They asked him what he was doing and he replied that he was a construction worker and that he worked on construction sites, but during the night's rest he used the author's instructions to sleep in natural EMF. Pattern of AMF presentation in beds is the same for all Neo, they are different only in correlation with diseased organs, what will be shown in sketches. Studying the etiopathological literature, a conclusion comes that the official risk factors are only a consequence of AMF, and the real cancer cause are AMF and variable magnetic fields from environment, to be seen seen below, where the risk factors are explained in the order of the most Common diseases in organism.

**Neo on colon C-18.79 and meta on the bladder**

**Figure 5**

**Breast Cancer among Sexes**

The risk factor in female sex to get breast cancer is 100 times more common than in men female breast configuration allows faster cancer because the intensity of AMF decreases from r to 3 or from r to 4, because the breasts are ejected and closer to AMF from the outside, both in bed and at work. (Kitchen, work on machines, etc.)

**The Recent Information about Cancer Appearance**

The highest frequency (higher than 50%) of breast cancer is in women older than 65, but a significant number of women are diagnosed with breast cancer in those younger than 35, and the data indicate that this limit is lowering every year. These findings suggest that breast cancer cause is only environmental AMF because it is increasingly present in the living environment. It can be seen how much fixed and mobile phones, headphones, computers, televisions, printers, houses with fittings are used and home and office furniture is more than 90% with ferromagnetic and paramagnetic materials, complete living space electrification is a great AMF and variable magnetic fields generator, but no one cares about that, so it is a real miracle that there are no more diseases. It is noted that when people move around magnetic field vectors of variable directions and intensities on body, enabling reduction and, possibly, disappearance of BVM from organs or parts of organs located by AMF from the external environment.
This is the only reason why there is no more cancer related to the large AMF presence in human living space.

**Life Years and Cancer**

The high breast cancer frequency in women over 65 years is explained in detail by aging. Breast cancer grows with age, i.e. it is more common after the age of 65. Telomerases with cell division are getting thinner because they are peeling, so the cells nuclei get weaker magnetic properties, so all cells in the body have less magnetic properties and weaker metabolism, less water enters the cells and more toxic substances are retained in a cell and immune system cells function is weaker [4], therefore even lower AMF intensity becomes more carcinogenic, while Is weaker in body's defense. That is why cancer appearance is higher in elderly people, what also applies to other diseases caused by AMF.

A woman who has a personal history of cancer in one breast has 3–4 times higher risk of new cancer in another breast or another part of the same breast [5]. this risk factor is explained by AMF dimension affecting and expanding over breast, and, often, over other breast, too. First, cancer appears where AMF vectors are focused, and later it can also appear on other parts of breast or another breast. That would mean 3–4 times are larger AMF dimensions, affecting both breasts. It also depends on the person's habit during sleeping - on which body side sleeps, because AMF usually comes from the bed's floor, and cancer only occurs during sleep time.

**Family History of Breast Cancer is also a Risk Factor**

Many risk factors are presented in literature, but it is always said that there are environmental factors playing the central role in determining whether genes will expose, and these factors are only AMF causing genes mutations [1]. Genetic factors, i.e. Positive family history, increases the breast cancer risk. Official medical science, largely, connects the cancer development (CVD, mental disorders, diabetes, autoimmune diseases, etc.) with inheritance. The explanation would be: one cannot inherit the tendency to get these diseases in later years, but one can acquire the habit of staying in enormous magnetic and electromagnetic fields, that is, AMF.

These pollutants of living space are characteristic of every residential building. Usually, mother puts her children, out of ignorance, to sleep in beds with AMF and when they get the habit of staying in the unnatural, that is, AMF then a person wherever he goes, due to habit, is placed in that polluted AMF space. Experiments performed by the author with sick people confirm this.

**Viruses and Cancer**

Medical science claims that viruses are cancer cause, what is not true. Even the Nobel Prizes were awarded to scientists who claimed that viruses were the cancer cause. The truth is: viruses have their MP because they originated in EMF and entering an organism bind by magnetic forces to appropriate receptor on host cell's membrane. Host cells have MP but are in magnetic equilibrium with other organism cells. Since MP are additive (host cell and virus) they grow up, so the immune system with its defense cells (leukocytes, T, B and macrofags) destroy the intruder, being the usual immune system's function) [5]. If AMF is present, MP become much stronger, so Is cannot eliminate the intruder, therefore lack of leukocytes appears, because they die (or, neutralized by magnetic forces). Then virus replicates and gets alive. In a hight BVM, deviding, multiplies and AMF increases, enabling BVM appearance, there is cancer appearance condition. Conclusion is clear: eliminate AMF from living spaces, so that Is can succesfully function as a defense.

All presented is obvious with Covid-19, too. But competent ones do not understand. A good example that viruses do not cause cancer is the human papilloma virus (HPV) on the cervix (C). Medical literature concludes that "HPV functions normally at C, while cancer cannot occur without HPV." The question is why the official medical science did not explain that, and the explanation is the following: In order that cancer occurs, it is necessary that BVM forms on cervix, so a paraonogene mutates into an oncogene and cancer appears. However, BVM has not formed enough intense MP to enable mutation until HPV replicates so much that BVM can form mutation. That is why BVM can function without cancer, and cancer cannot appear without enough replicated HPV virus. This is a clear proof that viruses are not cancer cause, but as paramagnetics, they contribute to AMF increase, i.e. BVM. The human papilloma virus is very often present in humans, a vaccine has been made, but very expensive and the cause of all these diseases is AMF, so population should be informed not to sleep in it.

**Increased Body Weight**

Persons with increased body weight have more risk to get cancer not only of the breast but also of other organs. It is also a risk factor for other health problems (diabetes-insulin resistance, atherosclerosis, etc.). The explanation is in adipocytes or lipoproteins magnetic properties, having low density and large size, resulting in weak magnetic properties. Lipoproteins with increased body mass, thus increasing their amounts in the body and as they have small magnetic properties reduce the MP of all organs, so lower intensity AMF from the external environment can more easily generate breast cancer. Lipoproteins concentrate on cells membrane surface in tissues, particularly triglycerides with biggest radius, dividing into white and gray triglicerides. The grey ones produce higher energy, i.e. increase temperature on cells membranes surfaces. All presented lipoproteins properties (density, size and temperature) decrease magnetic proprieties of receptors located on cells membranes surfaces. This is a contribution of body cells decreased magnetic properties, enabling faster and weaker AMF to generate breast or other organs cancer appearance.

**Alcoholism**

Excessive alcohol consumption is a risk factor for many diseases, including breast cancer. Alcoholics have to spend longer time in bed than people who do not drink alcohol. It is known that over 90% people stay, during night and day rest, in AMF, it becomes apparent that alcoholics are more exposed to all diseases development, statistically related to AMF.

**Smoking and Cancer**

This risk factor can extend to cardiovascular, diabetes and many other diseases that official medical statistics have found to occur in smokers more than in non-smokers. The explanation why smokers get sick more often is in the paramagnetic properties of the substances in tobacco smoke (the CH3-methyl group was found to be a pronounced paramagnetic). It is known that every cell has magnetization and is strongest in the cell nucleus where chromosomes and mainly chromatin substances are present [5]. When tobacco cells burn, magnetized particles (from cells) enter the lungs and blood with smoke, and enter other organs through the bloodstream. As they have paramagnetic properties, they will accumulate in the AMF space, which is logical.

Therefore, tobacco smoke particles, like paramagnetic, accelerate BVM formation in an organ or part of an organ. As it has already
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been said, that is the first condition for cancer development, and paraoncogene mutation is very fast in BVM. This is a clear explanation why tobacco smoke is very harmful what can be associated with AMF. It should be emphasized that in this case, too, the cause and effect are mixed. The cause of paramagnetic substances accumulation is AMF, and the consequence is the magnetic properties of the substances. It is necessary to give an explanation of how and why smoking and smoke in general are very harmful because they shorten the life expectancy of every smoker and are the cause of poor quality of life. Smoking is harmful to health because long-term alveoli reduce the exchange capacity of oxygen and carbon dioxide, which reduces the delivery of oxygen to the cells. Then the heart works under load and cardiomyopathy quickly develops and life is inevitably shortened.

**Cancer Appearance**

Benign proliferative diseases such as atypical hyperplasia may be an increased risk for breast cancer. All benign and malignant tumors arise in AMF. Benign or malignant tumors appearance depends on AMF intensity and variability. The stronger the intensity and variations, the more pronounced the malignancy. It is also important to emphasize the continuity of a person's stay in the AMF; ie. If it is intermittent, what often happens, then a benign tumor appears. If the stay is continuously exposed to AMF and the higher intensity and variation of Neo is more malignant, then there is a higher possibility of malignant tumor appearance. It is safe to conclude that tumor types depend on AMF intensity and variations.

**Radioactive Radiation and Cancer**

It should be explained how the wrong conclusions were reached that radioactive (depleted uranium) radiation creates cancer. It is about the following: All radioactive elements and substances are paramagnetic, meaning that they are very much gathered in one place, they raise EMF intensities and create AMF, so radioactive radiation is increased, and if one sleeps in the typical AMF for cancer, one can easily get that disease. It has statistically been confirmed that there is more cancer in increased radioactive radiation (Nagasaki, Hiroshima), what is probably true, and here is why. In those areas, gamma radioactive radiation increased because atomic bombs were dropped and AMFs increased becoming largely present.

Cancer occurs only when paraoncogene by mutation transforms into oncogene. This happens due to the higher concentration of gamma radiation (the concentration of gamma quanta of elementary micro particles) and gamma quanta by impact into DNA hydrogen bonds get broken (weak chemical bond - easily broken). As there are AMFs rotating a part of structural formula due to the known magnetic rotation of chemical structural formulas of substances and so an oncogene can be formed, and that is the command for cell to become cancerous because the cell division promoter is an increased magnetic field, so the cell begins unlimited division. It is clear how is science misled to proclaim radioactive radiation as cancer cause. AMFs are cancer cause and nothing else. Every other statement is wrong. Only an increased concentration of paramagnetic substances increases AMF and can accelerate cancer appearance.

**Sunbath and Skin Cancer**

This view misinterprets that ultraviolet (UV) solar radiation allows melanoma appearance on skin as well as some tumors, what is very wrong. The explanation how such errors occurred is following: By sunbathing, skin gets an increased temperature and during a night's rest in bed with AMF, the skin temperature decreases to its natural value and AMF becomes even stronger, so skin gets a very strong body termoremanent magnetizacio (BTRM) being stronger that the mentioned BVM enabling skin melanoma appearance. Conclusion is: remove AMF from bed and melanoma will never occur. It is considered unnecessary to talk about the great benefits of sunbathing due to vitamin D creations, the beneficiency of which is known. Today, we are aware that there are more and more joint diseases in body, and there are more fractures, especially of elderly, and the cause is very little sunbathing, so it is necessary to sunbath as much as possible, but, again, to sleep and spend time in natural EMF.

**Wrong Suggestions in Prevention**

As the cause and effect are seen wrongly, the literature states that "women exposed to breast cancer high risk are offered several options: To follow their condition and wait, to take tamoxifen for the rest of their lives, to apply hormone therapy, to avoid carcinogenic substances, and to undergo preventive breast removal" [6]. However, all this is wrong, AMF should only be removed from women's living spaces, it is the only and real prevention measure and cancer can never appear.

**Suggestion: to Study Works Presented in Literature**

It must be noted that medical literature study reveals many physiological and pathological ambiguities, such as a very important scientific explanation not given of how a mother cell divides into two baby cells, and it is not known what enables breathing, supposedly partial pressure and diffusion enable breathing, what is not true [2,3]. But breathing participant's MP enable it [7]. Then, it is not known where the potential difference of about 100 mV measured on the heart comes from, it is also not known why and how the vagus inhibits the work of the heart and sympathetic stimulates heart functioning. The least is known about CNS functioning, what the author has fully explained [4,5]. It is not known how autoimmune diseases appear and how does it work. This is fully explained in. Much diseases are statistically connected with blood glucose increament, what is true, because glucose is a paramagnetic, so blood gets increased MP and the present AMF every disease appears faster, being caused by AMF, diabetes melitus is caused by AMF, also [8-10].

**Conclusion**

Breast cancer, as well as all other malignant diseases cause are Anomalous and variable magnetic fields from external environment located on the space where people spend their night and day rest. After removing the diseased persons from AMF and they start living in natural EMF, health gets better, there are no recedives or meta. If complete breast cancer removal is impossible by surgery, hyperthermia should be applied on body parts affected by the disease. These therapeutic methods are to be performed only in the Earth's natural magnetic field. AMF measurements confirmed the correlation between AMF and body region affected by malignant breast disease.

It is found that AMF from environment creates BVM on the body and in the body, producing pathological conditions. It is known that in structural chemical formulas, genes are weakly bound by hydrogen bonds and easily broken, such as by cosmic radiation, where gamma quanta have high motion energy that can easily break the hydrogen bond, what happens constantly, and hydrogen position is often returned to equilibrium. However, formed AMF from environment, formed by BVM in the body whith stronger magnetic properties, by their magnetic forces rotate the structural formula of the gene when mutation occurs and the formation of an oncogene, stimulating cancer appearance clonally. It is proven...
that displacing patients from AMF and placing them in natural EMF leads to their complete recovery. Six people from the second group with metastases who recovered were followed. The applied therapy is for malignant breast disease, to live in natural EMF. It should also be emphasized that there is no time limit for the breast cancer treatment, but it is treated at an advanced stage in natural EMF, also, as palliative patients should be treated the same, but only in natural EMF.

With surgery that removes as much cancer mass as possible. It was explained that the risk factors are only the consequences of the present AMFs forming BVM, and these enable the appearance of malignant diseases, as well as breast cancer. It is proven that viruses with their magnetic properties are only a contribution to the faster BVM appearance in the body where malignant disease occurs. The fight against corona should be directed towards AMF removing from the environment, ie from the living space, and living in natural EMF, what prolongs life to more than 90 years. Evidence that AMFs greatly affect Covid-19 infection is the temperature - if it is lower, for example, in autumn and winter, AMFs are intensified so treatment is very difficult. It has been heard from media that women are less likely to get Corona than men and this is proof that AMFs are very involved in getting Corona. In the productive phase, women's temperature is for about 2 degrees higher, what is a solid resistance against getting Covid-19 virus.
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